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ABSTRACT 

Traditional measures of the frequency and character of index 
offenses and other street crimes are based largely upon victim reports-
either from offl:uses reported to the 'police, or from vic tim surveys. 
Despite many limitations in reporting, recording, and compilation, 
victim reports do provide at least a starting point for estimating crime 
rates. Large areas of the criminal law, however, are not covered by 
vic tim reports -- whether because there aren't vic tims in the usual 
sense (the so-called victimless crimes), or cecause of the nature of the 
offense victims are unaware theyhave,beenvictimized. In this latter 
category fall large. segmen~s of whit,e collar crime. This paper 
examines the use of an alternative approach for measuring offense rates, 
the "random investigation" method, as applied to federal income tax 
violations. Estimates are derived for the level of tax noncompliance by 
individuals, and the rates for serious civil and criminal offenses. 
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Traditional measures of the frequency and character of index 

. offenses and other street crimes' are based largely upon vic tim reports--

either ,from off~nses reported to the police, or from victim surveys. 

Despite many limitations in reporting, recording, and compilation, 

victim reports do provide at least a starting point for estimating crime 

-rates. large areas of the criminal law, however, are not covered by 

victim reports -- whether because there aren't victims in the usual 

sense (the so-called victimless crimes), or because of the nature of the 

-1 'offense vic tims are unaware they have been vic timized • In this latter 

category fall large, segments of white colla~ crime. For these, 

alternative data sources must be developed to estimate the extent of law 

"Violations. 

Data on enforcement ~ctions, while valuable in studying governmen~ 

response to law infractions, generally do not provide an alternative 

basis for estimating the extent of such crimes since they are as much a 

product of agency resources and priorities, as of offense prevalence. 

Limited resources, for example, prevent many offenses from being 

adequately investigated; many'remain unknown to enforcement authorities. 

Changes in enforcement trends are as likely to reflect shifts in agency 

or public priorities, as any "real" change in crime" rates. 

The drawbacks of using enforcement records as a source for 

estimating offense rates would be reduced if some means were found to 

, draw a "representative sample" of potential violations ,for intensive 

l Some victims are hesitant to report because they would be 
implicated in the offense. 
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investigation. Results from these sample investigations could then be 

used to e~t1mate actual offense prevalence. This paper examines results 

based upon the use of the urandom investigation'! approach in measuring 

federal income tax violations. 

ESTIMATING TAX NONCCMPLIANCE: THE RANDOH INVESTIGATION 

Detailed tax investigations of a random sample of persons, 

locations, or events provide one basis for estimating the extent of tax 

2 violations. First employed by IRS in its 1948 Audit Control Program, 

the use of this technique was expanded with the establishment of IRS's 

Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TCMP) in 1962. Since then some 

20 separate TCMP studies have been conducted covering different tax 

areas ("Phases") and tax years ("Cycles"). These have been used to 

estimate the nature and extent of failure to timely pay required taxes 

(Phase I) J file required returns (Phase II), or correctly report tax 

l~ability on filed returns (Phases III~VII). 

TeMP Sampling and Data 
Cc5Tfection Procecrures. 

Sampling techniques have varied by TSMP phases. Estimates for 

nonfilers have been based largely upon canvassing sampled geographic 

areas; the extent and reasons fo~ delinquent payments were based upon 

samples of notices and bills issued to taxpayers of unpaid tax balances. 

2' , 
Early uses of the random investigation method to assess tax 

compliance were the Audit Control Program after lolorld War II, and the 
Audit Researcr Program in the early sixties. These included studies of 
1948 ind ividuaJ.. income tax returns, 1949 individual and smaIl 
corporation income tax returns (including payroll and certain excise 
taxes), and 1960 low income individual income tax (less $10,000 nonfarm 
business) returns. (See Farioletti, 1952, 1958; Commissioner's Annual 
Report 1949, 1950; IRS, The Audit Control Program; IRS Manual Supplement 
48G-31 (Hay 5, 1961) and 48G-35 (February 23, 1962); IRS Document 
6457(9-77).) , 
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Collection Division personnel have carried out the surveys of delinquent 

accounts and delinquent returns (nonfilers). though the last survey in 

these areas was conducted in 1971. 

Errors in the reporting of tax liabilities have been estimated 

using stratified cluster samples of filed returns. Experienced revenue 

agents and tax auditors from IRS Examination Division conduct in-depth 

audits of each of the sampled returns. Detailed checksheets are made 

out by the IRS examining offic.er of the amounts reported line by line on 

the return and "corrected" amounts after audit. Suppl~mental 

information concerning the taxpayer's financial affairs, who prepared 

the tax return, and what procedures were used in carrying out the TCMP 

examination are also included. In th~ recent (TCMP-Phase III, Cycle 6) 

survey of 1976 individual tax returns filed in 1977, for example, 190 

separate numbered items ~f information are covered on the checksheet 

(repr<?duced at Table 1), with additional :J,~dormation required where 

there is partnership income. 

After a TeMP audit is completed, internal procedures call for 

administrative review of the checksheets for quality control. In 

addition, for some surveys a subsample of checksheets and related audit 

workpapers have heen examined by IRS's Internal Audit Division to 

determine the extent required TeMP polic:i.es and procedures have been 

properly carried out. After being reviewed, transcribed and 

appropriately weighted, these TI::MP sample results provide extremely 

detailed data on the frequency, amount and character of tax 

noncompliance and its distribution across taxpayers. 

l' 
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TeMP Estimates of Tax Noncompliance. 

'Ibis paper looks at some results from the l.ongest time series of 

teMP surveys, those on income tax returns filed by individuals. For 

this series, TeMP measures of noncompliance are currently available for 

3 1963, 1965, 1969, and 1973 tax years. 

. Because these figures are derived from income tax audits, they are 

subject both to the strengths and weakness of this measurement method. 

What they estimate are auditors' findings were all returns subject to a 

tax audit -- albeit, one of above average thoroughness and quality. 

SOme tax violations will not be detected by an audit, and how detected 

violations are treated -- whether civilly or criminally reflect 

agency practices and s.tandards, as well as wh4i f : the law in a narrow 

sense may provide. Further, auditor fiudings ar~ themselves fallible. 

Auditors may make mistakes b'ecause of inadvertence Dr lack of ki:~~'wledge; 

we should also expect bec.ause of the ox:ganizational context that an 

"enforcement bias" may result in asserting many civil claims which would 

not withstand challenge in a court forum (see Long, 1979). Despite 

these important limitations, TeMP data present a very useful source of 

information -- and for many purposes, provides us with the only 

systematic data.base we have. 

Estimates derived from 1963~1973 are summarized in Table 2 for 

three measures of noncompliance: the proportion of ~eturns.with tax 

underreporting errors, the average net tax underreported, and the 

proportion of total tax liability this underreporting represented • 

Because large shifts occurred over this ten-year period in the 

3In addition a 1971 TC}lP survey of certain low income taxpayers 
was conducted. A sixth sur.vey of 1976 returns has been completed, but 
tabulat ions are not yet available. 

, 
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distributIon of taxpayers by income levels and return categories, the 

right-hard panel of Table 2 presents what, other thi'l'lgS equal, TeMP 

e8timat~s of noncompliance would have been had ·the 1973 income or return 

. 4 
distribution existed in prior years. 

Unadjusted, all three TCHP indices show some increase in measured 

tax noncompliance over the ten year. period. The proportion of returns 

underreporting tax increased from one in three in 1963 to four in ten in 

1973. 5 The proportion of net tax underreported (NeL) increased from 

6.0 to 6.7 percent, and the average tax .change even after taking 

inflation into account rose 50 percent. 

However, .all ~f the increase in the size of the tax error is 

accounted for by the movement of taxpayers into .higher income b.rac~ets. 

Once this adjustment and inflation is taken into account, the average 

amOlmt of tax underreported remains roughJy unchanged--$152 in 1963, 

$146 in 1973. But, both the percent of returns with unaerreporting 

errors, and the proportion of tax underreported show even larger 

increases after adjustment. Because general reduction in tax rates 

between 1963 and 1973 lowered. average tax.liabilities (in-constant 

dollars), as a proportion of total tax liabilities, this unchanging 

amount of t~ error tra.nslated into an increasing underrepor·ting rate 

4 . 
A change in category definition further implicates the data. 

For the 1963 and 1965 surveys, the "standard deduction" return category 
includes only those filing on the short 1040A form. In later years, it 
includes all, those with 1040A type characteris tics, even if a regular 
1040 form was used. (In 1969, there was no Form 1040A.) 

S Because some taxpayers overreport rather than underreport, net 
underreporting represents the difference between aggregate under- and 
over-reporting. The proportion of net tax underreporting or 
noncompliance Ie'rel (NeL) is thus defined: NeL ". (Tax should have been 
reported - Tax repo!'ted) fTax should have been reported. Or, NeL .. (Tax 
underreported - Tax overreported) I (Tax Reported + Tax underreported -
Tax overreported) 

; 
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TABLE ~ .. 
, 

!ClIP PBASI 1111 IimlVIDUAJ. DCOMK '!'AX I!'rI.IM8 

Underreportlng of Tax on Piled fteturn. 

.. . 
i TCMP TCHP :(Ad:fulted)' 

'f.. Y.n Average Per Return Aver.,e Per Ketura . 
Percent of Percent of 

Returns Net Tax Percent of Percent of 
Underreported Under reported .$ Conatact Returns. Net Tax $ Conltant 

1978 $ 1978 $b 
(1) (2) (3) (4) • (5) (6) (7) (8) 

'1963 33.1 6.0 $50 $107 31.9 4.8 $71 $152 

1965 33.5 .5.2 42 87 32.3 4.1 49 101 

1969 40.9 6.4 80 143 39.2 ,., 87 155 

1973 39.7 6.7 99 146 39.7 6.7 99 146 

bUo 1973/1963 1.2 1.1 2.0 1.4 1.2 1.4' 1.4 1.0 

SOURC!z 

\). ' . 
aDlltrlbution of return •• nd t.x dollar •• djuated 10 that diatributlo~ returnl (col.') or t •••• (col •• 6-8) aero •• ten IRS .udit 

catelorlel (classified br lev.1 and .ourceCe) of income) for earlier 1eara ~~I to that,occurrins in 1973. 'fbil adjuatment via .. de to 
control for chargin, distribution of taxpayer.income levela be~een 1963-1973. 

bDollara exprealed in 1978 conltant dollar te~ to .djult for changea reaultins·fra. inflation • 

. . 
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(NCL)--up 40 percent over the ten year period. 6 Also despite rising 

income levels,. more people took the standard deduction in 1973 because 

of a significant statutory increase in the deductible amount. Such 

simple returns have lower rates of error. As a result the unadjusted 

totals showed smaller gains in the proportion of returns with error, 

than after adjustment. 

When we to remove "standard deduction" tax returns (with adjusted 

gross income less than $10,000), returns with underreporting increase to 

over half for wage-earners, and to two out of three returns for 

individuals with business or, professional income, and involve even 

higher amounts (and rates) of tax underreporting. 

teMP DATA ON SERIOUS INCOME TAX OFFENSES 

At first glance, these rates of tax "violations" may appear 

unbelievably high. But they cover a diverse array of behaviors, most of 

which have little to do with tax evasion per see Given the complexit~ 

of the law, ,inadvertent errors are common. Further many tax 

requirements are subject to interpretation, Where opinions vary even 

among experts. It is therefore important to clearly distinguish 

between the bulk of these errors which are relatively minor and'civil in 

nature and serious tax offenses: criminal offenses and civil violations 

where at least negligence or fraud 1s involved. 

6 ' 
This reduction in tax liability for taxpayers as a whole does not 

show up in the unadjusted TeHP estimates of total tax liability because 
rising income levels moved people into higher tax brackets. The TeMP 
estimates of the "true" tax liability (in constant dollars) averaged 
$1663 in 1963, and $2024 in 1973. 

I I, 

,', 

Estimates of Criminal Income Tax 
Dffenses on-FIled Returns 

11 

Again ,based upon TeMP data from Phase III', rates of criminal 

'income tax violations were estimated by the author for returns filed by 

individuals. Results are shown for criminal income time violations in 

Table 3. 

Rates of referral for potential criminal tax evasion averaged 18 

per 10,000 returns across the three surveys.' Though based on only 

668 cases out of a ~ombined sample of over 140,000, rates for each of 

the three surveys (despite even smaller n's) were surprisingly close: 

22 (1965); 16 (1969); 17 (1973) per 10,000. 8 After adjusting for 

certain cases excluded from the'se tabulations, an estimated rate of 20 

per 10 ~ 000 was obtai'ned. 9 '(Referral rates under the' regul,ar audit 

program, Where returns are selected for their audit potential, average 

around 42 per 10,000 returns (unpublished internal IRS tabulations).) 

'Delays have been encountered in receiving photocopies of relevant 
1963 TCMP tabulations from the Service; hence they could not be included 
in the above analysis. 

8The sampling ratio differed by strata, making the design several 
times more efficient than a simple random sample of the same size. 
Because criminal violations are relatively rare, however, even a sample 
of 50,000 (the typical TeMP sample size) even When efficiently designed 
included only a very small number of cases referre~ for potential 
criminal violations. Thus, expected sampling variability of any 
estimate remains sizable, and the close correspondence of our estimates 
across TeMP surveys is a happy, ,but unexpected, ev~nt. 

9Cases selected for the TCMP sample which were already under 
criminal investigation were excluded from the tabulations. While data 
for earlier TCHP surveys were not r,etained, figures for the latest cycle 
{III-69 record 22 exclusions for this reason (out of a total sample of 
approximately 50,000). This figure of 22 per survey was used to adjust 
(22X3 • 734 - 668) the number of returns referred. In the absence of 
information on the distribution of these exclusions .across sampling 
strata, a ~traight 10% upward adjustment ( 66/668) was made in the 
estimated rate of criminal referrals from 18 to 20 per 10,000. 



TABlE 3 

Estimated Criminal Income Tax Violation Rates 
, Returns Filed by IndividUals 

° -----------------------------------------------------.-------------- . Refe rral for 

---------------------------------------
Taxpayer 

Compliance Sample 

Potential Criminal 
Tax Violation 

Me t Tax Size 
as~remen Year (returns) Numbe,r Rate per 1 

' Program of Returns 10,000 Returns Survey ' ______________________ _ 

--------------------------------------~------ . 

111-2 
111-3 
111-5 

Total 
Combined Sample 

Adjusted 2 
for exclusions 

Estimated Rate 
of Criminal 
Offenses 

1965 
1969 
1973 

41,440 
47,534 
51,402 

140,376 

~--~--------------------

125 
268 
275 

668 

734 

22 
16 
17, 

1'8 

20 

Source: Taxpayer Compliance Measurement ,Program, Returns File~ Phase 
III, Cycles 2, 3, 5, weighted and unweighted diagnostic tables., 

°5/990,9/990,3/990; A, Ctables (RAT). . 

I The sampling ratio varied by strata; 
upon the weighted frequencies, taking 
varying sampling ratios. • 

the rate shown is based 
into consideration the 

2eases selected for the TCMP sample which were already under
Whol criminal investigation were excluded from the tabulationsi ~ e 

data for earlier TCMP surveys were not retained, figures or t e~ 
latest cycle (111-6) record 22 exclusions for this reason (out or 
a total sample of approximately SO,OOO). This figure of 22 per 

d d' t (22X3 = 734-668) the number of returns survey was use to a JUS b' f these 
referred. In absence of information on t~e distri .utl.on 0 

exclusions across sampling strata, a stral.ght 10% upward 
adjustment ( 66/668) was made in the estimated rate of criminal 
referrals from 18 to 20 per 10,000. 

3NO compilations were available on the outcome of criminal fraud 
referrals. The estimate of 1-2 taxpayer convictions, per 10,000 
returns based upon experience from the regular/crim program: The 
There are approximately 1.5 taxpayers per return on average, 
estimated rate of potential criminal convictions per 10,000 
taxpayers,is 0.8-1.1. 
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A referral for potential criminal tax violation is not the same as 

a finding of criminal tax evasion. Though data were collected on the 

resul ts of these referrals, they were apparently never compiled. The 

only guide in transforming this figure on referrals, into potential 

criminal tax convictions, comes from the regular tax investigation 

program. Referrals go through several steps before an indictment is 

filed. First, the IRS Criminal Investigation Divisi~n screens referrals 

for those warranting further investigation. Only 30 to 40 percent of 

referrals from the regular audit program are accepted for criminal 

investigation. Of those which are fully investigated, only rOl!ghly 40 

percent are recommended for criminal prosecution; and of those 

recommended, less than half are indicted or convicted. IO 

Thus, based upon the regular referral program, only about 5-1011 

out of 100 audit referrals end up as criminal convictions. . 
Such a 

winnOwing process implie:s that the TCMP referrals of 20 per 10,000 might 

translate into 1-2 criminal convictions per every 10,000 returns.12 

For the more than 87 million indiVidual income tax returns filed 

last year, these data suggest potenti~I criminal violators numbering 

somewhere around 10,000. This figure may strike one as awfully low. Of 

course, these figures do not include criminal nonfilers, nor do they 

10According to IRS directives, lack of investigative resources is 
not a grounds for rejecting a referral for criminal inv~stigation. Even 
after acceptance of the referral, only a small number (5-10%) are 
recorded as closed for lack of resources. 

11 
Figures vary by source. Data though limited from the Examination 

(Audit) Division on their referrals differ from Criminal Investigation 
DiVision statistics on receipts of audit referrals. 

12 , 
Criminal convic tions are based ·upon counts of taxpayers; the 

rates however, Is relative to return filings whic'h average exclusive 
of dependents -- roughly 1.5 taxpayers per return. 
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in~lude ~or.porate tax offenses. Among ~urrent ~rimlnal tax 

prose~ut ions, . roughly 25 percent involve non'filers (though this 
. 

proportion as likely reflects policy priorities as incidence). Perhaps 

aore important, thes~ figures reflect incidents Which not only would be 

'detected under present IRS investigation procedures, but ~ecuted 

under current prosecution standards -- something that may tell us more 

about ,IRS choice of civil over criminal enforcement strat,egies, than 

about offense pre~alence. 

Estimates of Serious Civil Tax Violations 
on Filed Returns 

Table 4 presents rates for serious civil--as compared with criminal 

offenses--based upon the same TCMP data. Rates estimated for civil 

- - 13 
fraud averaged 9 per 10,000 across the three surveys. In contrast, 

estimated rates for negligence violations are much higher--123 per 

10,000. Despite some suggestions of an increasing rate over time for 

civil penalty violations,14 estimates appear remarkably stable across 

surveys despite the small n's on Which they were based (shown in Table 

4). 

The low rate for civil fraud raises questions. On its face it is 

unclear Why civil fraud penalties were asserted in less than half the 

cases referred for criminal investigation. Though TCMP survey 

instructions called for the completed survey forms (checksheets) even on 

13 " 
This rate has been adjusted to take into consideration a small 

number 'of cases excluded from the sample because they were already under 
~riminal investigation at the time of the TeMP survey. (See footnote 4 
at Table 3.) 

14 -
Rates for negligence rose from 86 (1965) to 106 (1969) to 170 

(1973). For example, other indications, however, suggest that the 
increase may reflect a change in enforcement policy, rather than any 
real increase.in negligence violations. 

... .. W4e.ot dl1.l tA' 
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ESTUIATED RATES OF SERIOUS INC01E TAX OFFENSESI NEGLIGENCE, 
CIVIL FRAUD AND CRDimAL VIOLATIONS 

(Income Tax Returns Filed by Individuals) 

Returns With 
Violation. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Within 

Combined 
TeMP 1 

Samples 

TeMP Tax Years 
----------------------

1965 1969 1973 

Average 
Acrosa 
Sampl5s 
(adj) 

Estimated 
Estimated Penalties 
Occurrence Currently Pez:cent 
on Retu{ns Detected

5 
Detected 

FUed By Audits 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Criainal Penal tie. 

Referr&ls 668 22 16 17 20 175,0006 7,0006 4%6 
Offense(s) 10,000 400 4% 

Civit" Penalties 
2387 67 77 87 97 80,0007 8%7 Civil fraud 6,400 

Negli§ence '3,068 86 106 170 121 ~~ 100,,000 64,000 6% 
Other 8 4,991 117 103 109 237 2,100,000 na na 
Total civil 8,297 209 216 287 365 3,200,000 na na 

-----i;:;:~-;~~~;;-:;~;;;-;~:;-;~-;~-;~;;;-~~;-;~;~:;;-(;~:;;-~~~~;;::_;~-;~-S)~-;-~~~;;;-;:;~;~:--· 
The sample was a stratified cluster design. Fi.sures illdlcated within this sample are the nmber of 
~eturns on which th~se specific violations' were found. 
31978 Estimates.· . 
Adjusted for sample exclusions of cases Which were already under criminal investigation (see footnote 2 

of Table 3). Adjustments in case of criminal and civil fraud were based on the ratio of estimated 
~xclusions to totsl returns with violstions of type shown. 

Estimated rates in the cohllln labeled "Average Across Samples" are applied to the number of individual 
income tax returns filed In 1978 of 87,386,093. Numbers are rounded to emphasize the lack of precision 
inherent in the estimation process; because of rounding componenta of cIvil penalties do not add 
~rec1sely to total, 'which has been rounded .to 3.2 million. 
Since criminal referrals from the Examination Division and prosecutions resulting from this source on 

income tax returns for individuals were not separated from total examination referrals, figurea shown 
gre estimated from those tot~ls reported. 

The rate of criminal convictions resulting from audit referrals in the regular audit progra. wa. used 
as the basis for estimating criminal tax offensea from TeMP referrala. As a result, the rate of 
;detection" for potential referral versus potential criminal offenses is mathemati~filly identical. 

The estimate for rate of civil fraud appears much too low, thus inflating the estimate of the 
proportion of violations detected; since the number of TeMP returns for which civil fraud penalty va. 
assessed is only a third of those referred for criminal prosecution, it appears that this item was 
"nreliably filled out by TeMP examiners. 

The counts reflect not the nl~ber of civil violations, but the number of returns on Which civil 
penalties ~re asserted. Only the principal civil penalty asserted waa checked. While theBe count. 
ahould reflect sny penalties asserted during the TeMP audit. instructions received by the TeMP examinins 
officer are not entirely clear Whether penalties asserted at the service center auch as for late filing 
or payment were counted or not. Since the rate of assertion of such penalties in 1978 greatly exceed 
thst based upon TeMP resulta (total assessments on individual income tax returns was almost 7,000,000) 
it is clear that they were usually not included. It is unclear, however, Whether these penalties were 
conBistently excluded in the adjuatment counts on all TeMP returna. 

Source: Unpublished internal computer tabulation~ (dfagnost1c and RAT tables. TeMP Phase-Cyclet 111-2, 
111-3, 111-5, unpublished internal statiatics of Examination Division, Criminal Investigation Diviaion. 
and SerVice Centers. 
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cases referred for criminal investigation, this procedure differs from 

normal audit pra~tice and may not have been done consistently. 

Incomplete survey form~ on TeMP criminal referr~ls--while not affecting 

total survey estimates on most items--would materially affect our civil 

fraud counts. 

Because of the low priority assigned DY IRS to TeMP data on 

criminal referrals (and the few number of TeMP cases on which a criminal 

referral occurred), this aspect of the survey design may not have ,been 

closely monitored. Further, though an internal audit of each teMP survey 

was conducted by IRS Internal Audit Division, to verify that required 

procedures were properly carried out, these covered such small 

subsamples of each TeMP survey that it is possible few or no criminal 
, , 15 

investigation cases were included. 

, The estimates for 'total civil penalties asserted--around 3.2 

'mi1lion-- is also widely at variance with penalties assessed, which in 

1978 on individual income tax returns alone amounted to nearly 7 million 

(Annual Report of the Commissioner, 1978;95). Some or this difference 

may be explained by the TeMP sample desig~ Which covered ~nly returns 

filed during the 12 months following the close of the tax year. This 

would have excluded some delinquent filings. (See "Sample Design 

Methodology," and "Comput er Selec tion of IMF teMP Sample," unpublished 

IRS reports on various TeMP cycles.) NOi..~theless, ,the siz: of the 

difference suggests that assessments made by Service Centers for late 

15 The rate computed on teMP audits, however, may also reflect 
inconsistencies in IRS policies in asserting the civil fraud penalty. A 
1974 internal agency report on the civil fraud penalty concluded that it 
Wus often not' asserted in cases returned from criminal investigation, 
'though practices differed widely by office (Task Force Report on Civil 
Fraud Penal ty, 1974). 
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fi11ng or late payment may not have been consistently included on the 

TeMP checksheets. 

Figures in Table 4 also provide some estimates of potential 

enforcement workloads if all serious violations were subject to 

detection and punishment. Were this to occur, the Criminal 

Investiga'tion Division (eID) would experience an estimated twenty-fold 

16 
'increase in cases. Current CID special agents number 2,800, not 

d 1 i 1 CID taff TWenty times 2,800 would be counting supporting an c er ca s • 

i 1 t-~~e the total number of enforcement officers 56,000, or approx mate y W~~ 

in audit, collection and criminal investigation combined. With a 

comparable increase in support staff, CID would require more than the 

current IRS workforce just to process criminal referrals. 

This, of course, does ~ot take into consideration the vast 

expansion in civil auditors and revenue agents required to generate 

h in~rease in attorneys at IRS, Justice, and in these referrals, or t e ~ 

U.S. Attorney's offices needed to handle the increase in court 

prosecutions. Currently, for example, only 1 in 50 returns receive a 

civil audit. Even if more efficient meani; 'Were developed to select' 

17 i in cases with criminal potential, it would require a vast ncrease 

th f rrals An a~ross the board, audit staff:tng to generate ese re e • ~ 

16This assumes that the rates of audit referrals 
violations detected by audits is the same as the ratio 
other sources relative to the remaining violation. 

to total 
of referrals from 

17Unlike the civil area, little system~tic work ha~ ~een done by 
IRS to develop a DIF-like formula to predict potential cr1m1n~1 . tax 
violations. While IRS staffing formula currently allocates cr1m1nal 
investigators in part as a form function of civil DIF score 
distributions, there is no hard information that civil DIF scores are 
predictive of criminal violation rates~ 
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twenty-fold in increase in IRS enforcement persons (Who now total over 

27,000) would mean a staff of over a half million agents. 

Variations in Serious Violati~ns 
!2 Taxpayer Clas.s 

Not unexpectedly, the rate of serious violations varies sharply 

with income source. (Presumably, it also varies by level of income, but 

IRS did not prepare tabulations .relating violations to the level of 

actual -- rather than reported -- income.) 

J~ shown i~ Table 5, individuals receiving income from business, 

farm or a profession have violation rates 5 to 9 times higher than wage-
. . ' 18 

earners or salaried individuals. One might guess that this reflects 

,greater opportunities for evasion by business and professionals; it may 

also refle~t the relative ease with which criminal intent can be shown 

for violations typical to the two groups -- understatement of (business) 

jLncome versus overstatement of deductions (~>;;lge-earners). The rates 

Ilgain, even with the further breakdown, showea stability across 

I~rveys. Because business returns make up only 12 percent of the total 

Iir, expected sampling variability as we observe is somewhat larger for 
• 

tbese estimates. 

CO~TCLUS IONS 

Alternative ways to measure offense prevalence -- particularly 

where victim reports are either not applicable oravailab~e as for many 

white collar crimes -- are needed. Without measures of the extent or 

18 Serious violations by corporations are not cO'lTered, of course, in 
tlnese tabulations--only serious violations on returns filed by 
11ndividuals'. 
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TABLE 5 

COHPARISOH or ESTIMATED SERIOUS VIOLATION RATES BY OFFENDER CUSS 
(Income Tax Return. Filed by Individuals~ RAte per 10.000 returns) 

------------- -----------~--------------- -------------------i---------------- --------r-------------
1 All Returns 1 Wage-earners and Salarics. IBudne811 snd Profellllional 1 
1----------------------1 (nonbusiness), 1-------------------2------1 
1 TCMP Tax Year 1--------------------------1 TCMP Tax Ycar 1 Ratio of 
1----------------------1 TCMP Tax Year 1--------------------------IVlolation on 
I 1 ,I I 1--------------------------1 I I I IBusinesa to 
I I I IAveragel I I IAverage I I I IAvera&eINonbusines. 
1196511969 11973 lAc rOils I I I I 'Across I 1965 11969 11978 lAc ross I Sample 
I I I ISampl~1I11965 11969 11973 ISample~ I I I ISampl~sl Returns 
I I I I (adj) I I I, I (adj) I I I I (adj) I 

------------------+----+~---+----+-------+-----+-----+-----+--------+------+-----+-----+-------+------------
I I 1 I I I I I I I I 1 1 

·Cri.lnal Referrals I 22 116 1 17 I 20 I 14 I 8 I 6, 10, 701 711 97, 87, 

Civil Penal tiea 
Civil fraud 
Neglifence 
Other 
Total civil 

1 I 1 I , , 1 , -I -, I I I , 
i I I I I I I,' , 1 I I I 
, 6 1 7 I 8 I 9 I 3 I 5 I 3 I 5 I 281 171 511 40 I 
I 86 1106 1170 I 121 I 54 I 64 I 125 I 81, 2931 4131 5061 404 I 
1209 1216 1287 1 237 1125 1 1~~ I 199 I 159 I 75fll 6681 9441 790 I 
1301 1329 1465 I 365 I 182 I 22"; 1327 I 244 I 1.07911.09811.5011 1.226 , 

9 

8 
5 
5 
5 

-----1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Taxpayers ffJinp, a Schedule C (Bullinus Income) or F (Farm IncOllle) with their individual Fol'1l 1040 

income tax f(eturns are claslled a "businellll and professional"; "wage-earners and salaried" are thOle 
~referred to by IRS as nonbusiness returnll) riot filing a 5chedule C or F. 
Because professionals' returns comprise only twelve percent of total returns expected aampling 
~arlabilfty of these eatimates is greater. ' 
Adjusted for sample exclusions of cases which were already under criminal investigation (aee footnote 

2 of Tabl e 3 and footnote 3 of Table 4). The snme adjllB tmcnt foc tor waB used for war,e earners and fo,r 
kllRtneRa anO' pro feRRionnl return cl RRBes. ' 

The counts reflect not the number of c1vU v1olnUonB. but the maber of returns on whf.ch civil 
penalties were asserted •. Only the principal civil penalty asserted was checked. While these countl 
should reflect any penalties asserted during the TeMP audit. instructiona received by the TeMP 
examining officer are not entirely clear whether penalties asserted at the service center auch as for 
late filing or payment wcre counted or not. Since the rate of assertion of such penalties in 1978 
greatly exceed that based upon TeMP results. (tpt3l asce~sments on individual income tax returns wa. 
almost 7.000.000) it is clear that they were usually not included. It 1a unclear. however, whether 
these penalties were consistently excluded in the adjustment counts on all TeMP returnll. 

Source: Taxpayer CoMpliance Measurement Frog .. ~~. Return. Filed Phase III. CYcle 2. 3, 5. Weighted and 

unweighted diagnostic tables: S/990, 9/990. 3/990; A. C tables (RAT).' 
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.eriousness of offenses, both research and policy decisions are 

constrained by lack of knowledge. 

The approach examined here, the random investigation method, offers 

us one alternative. While not unknown to other agencies, it has been 

most extensively applied over the longest period of time by the Internal 

Revenue Service in measuring tax violations. Estimates derived from 

this !.R.S~ data base indicate some of the potential uses and 

versatilit~of this measurement method. Despite limitations both in the 

types of offenses for which it is suited and the degree of accuracy and 

reliability of the data derived, nonetheless it does offer important 

advantages over our current state of ignorance. More ,research would 

help in determining what other types of offenses it is suited to measure 

(and what related cost factors ~uld be), as well as in assessing the 

validity of the es.timates derived. 

i 
t! 
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